
NUR102 Assignment 2- Scholarly Paper – Application of Human Science Theory 

Week 9 - Second Assignment - Scholarly Paper: Application of Human Science (25%) 
Title page, Reference page 
2-3 pages, not including title or reference page 
Correct APA, spelling, grammar, in-text citations 
 

1. You will be provided with a specific story/scenario/video and asked to prepare an essay 
discussing how one of the four Human Science theories (Nightingale, Watson, Paterson 
and Zderad, Parse) and nursing skill acquisition relate to the story.   

2. You will be required to specifically reference theorists and resources that support your 
discussion and provide concrete examples, using the specific language of the theory.   

 
Assignment Outline Grade 

Give your paper a specific title /1 
Introduction must be present with clear purpose/thesis statement  /4     
Understands Human Science as a practice; in depth understanding and application of  
one of the human science theorists on the experience of care and nursing practice (use specific 
examples, minimum of three specific examples including use of language specific 
to the theorist used) 

 
 

/15 

Understands the levels of skill acquisition and how each impact nursing care (specific example to 
Benner’s work, two specific examples of nurses’ level of skill acquisition) 

 
/15 

Reflection on Human Science; in depth discussion of applicability of selected theorist to personal 
nursing practice (use specific examples of how you can incorporate human science into your nursing 
student practice) OR (reflect on the relevance and applicability of human science-based practices in  
your own nursing practice- why is human science valued and how will it influence your nursing 
practice). 

 
 

/15 

Has a depth and breadth of knowledge; draws on several resources with clear  
rationale for applicability (include both theoretical and CNO standards) 

 
/10 

Writing skills: paragraphs, sentences structure, grammar, spelling, punctuation, logical and organize 
flow, conclusion evident and effective 

 
/10 

APA 7th edition: requirements evaluated…title/reference page, citations, font style/size, white space, 
spacing, headings (Level 1), page numbering, number of pages, etc. 

 
/10 

 
TOTAL 

 
/80 

 


